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Abstract: Effective internal control system plays an important role in ensuring objective achievement of organizations. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to examine the relationship between effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness at local government level. The paper is a literature review paper and the paper concluded that effective internal control system can influence the effectiveness of internal auditors at local level. The paper needs to be validated empirically.
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1. Introduction

As a result of the increase in accounting scandals in recent years, the internal audit function has received impressive attention as an important contributor to effective corporate governance and financial reporting, because a high quality internal audit function focused on improving financial reporting through ensuring standard compliance (Prawitt et al., 2008). However, control has been envisaged as the supervision over the execution of plans and taking necessary correction (Verdina, 2011). An internal control system issue has been found so significance to organization especially in the aspect of assurance of the reliability and accuracy of the financial reports, beside it is a subject that receives too little attention in the management literature (Changchit, Holsapple & Madden, 2001). Therefore, there is need to conduct more research on the impact of effective internal control system as even recommend that more research in the area of internal control system effectiveness is required (Jokipii, 2010).

Furthermore, the issue of effectiveness of internal audit is indispensable because it will create improvement in the government ministries (Unegbu & Kida, 2011). In line with this, consideration over the measurement of the effectiveness of internal audit function keep receiving a significant challenges, consisting the finding of the best and relevant method for measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of internal audit (Bota & Palfi, 2009; IIA, 2010; Spertus et al, 2010). In this vein, measurement of internal audit effectiveness should be considered because it has a role to play in achieving local objective. Therefore, Arena and Azzone (2010), Chaveerug (2011) and Mihret et al, (2010) emphasize the need for future studies to examine the factors that influence internal audit effectiveness and the possible interactions among them. Equally, it is interesting to focus on the model that will lead to the strength of internal audit effectiveness (Aguolu, 2009). In this vein, many studies that have been conducted on internal audit effectiveness give more concerned in companies’ hotels, banks and few public sectors within the state level which their internal audit is a little big effective than those of local government. Similarly, Johnsen and Vakkuri (2001) noted that local government auditing has been less studied and reported in the literature. Therefore, this paper will examine the relationship between effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness at local government level. Section two of the paper present the literature review, section three provide research framework and conclusion

2. Literature Review

Internal audit effectiveness: The word “effectiveness” have been defined by different researchers, for instance Arena and Azzone (2009) defined effectiveness “as the capacity to obtain results that are consistent with targets objective,” while, Dittenhofer (2001) view effectiveness as the ability toward the achievement of the objectives and goals. In the same context, a program can be seen as effective if its outcome goes along with its objectives (Ahmad et al, 2009; Mihret et al, 2010). In this situation, internal audit effectiveness means the ability of the internal auditor to achieve the established objective within the local government. This goes along that the objectives of an internal audit for every organization are depending on the goals set out by the management of the organization (Pungas, 2003) as such, the objective of internal audit in local government should also goes a long with the set up goals by the
management of the particular councils, even though the degree of internal audit effectiveness tends to vary within organizational level as well as country (Al-Twaijry et al., 2003). This mean the internal audit effectiveness can also vary within the local level. With regard to that, the internal audit should be able to achieve the established objective in order improve the performance of the organization. Consequently, to determine whether the internal auditing function is operating effectively or not, some things has to be considered which include; identification of the basic objective of internal auditing; define the goals to be accomplished by the internal auditing and establish measures that will assist toward the achievement of those goals (Agoulu, 2009; Dittenhofer, 2001) while Cassandra et al (2008) argued that in order to achieve internal audit objective, three basic conditions must be satisfy i.e. independence; organizational status; and objectivity, also (Feizizadeh, 2012) consideration was that, for an internal audit function to achieve high levels of effectiveness these four items must be consider; goes along with stakeholder needs; achieves best to his abilities; complies with relevant professional standards and; performance measures. Thus, Beckmerhagen et al (2004) also argued that the audit effectiveness should not be measured based on achievement of the audit objectives or on the number of findings of the internal auditor alone, but also more important is to determine the quality and suitability of the audit plan, execution and follow-up. Similarly, Shareholders should have the power to remove any internal auditor that is ineffective (Dhamankar & Khandewale, 2003). This should also be in line with local council by removing all internal auditors that are not effective despite the provision of all necessary that might have improve their effectiveness.

Generally, researchers has also indicate some of the reasons behind the ineffectiveness of internal audit include; ineffective management controls, non clear definition of objectives by some organizations and inadequate support from top management (Ahmad et al, 2009; Dittenhofer 2001; Unegbu & Kida, 2011). Therefore, in line with this, the implications of an ineffective internal audit in a public sector management can lead to; the possibility of the emergence of fraud; low or non compliance with internal policies and procedures; ineffective financial decision for successful operation (Unegbu & Kida, 2011). Hence, the effective internal audits carry out an independent evaluation of the financial and operating information and systems and procedures with a view to provide good recommendations for improvements (Mihret & Yismaw, 2007; New Delhi, 2006). That is why proper internal organization is also essential factor that lead to the achievement of internal audit effectiveness. Similarly, internal audit effectiveness can also be enhance by ensuring consistency in the documentation of audit work, quality of reporting and proper implementation of their recommendation (Mihret & Yismaw, 2007). Therefore, having such effective internal audit within organization, will automatically helps to achieve performance and profitability and prevents in loss of revenues particularly in public sectors (Vijayakumar & Nagaraja, 2012) even though Pilcher Gilchrist and Singh (2011) observed that efficiency and effectiveness of audit in a public sectors context is more complex than in the private sectors. But then consideration must be given to the effectiveness of internal auditors particularly at local level so as to improve their standard.

Several studies have been conducted on the internal audit effectiveness in (Ahmad, Othman, and Jusoff, 2009; Arena & Azzone 2009; Arena & Azzone 2010; Boţa & Păliţă 2009; Cohen & Sayag, 2010; Dittenhofer, 2001; Feizizadeh, 2012; IIA, 2010; Mihret & Yismaw, 2007; Mihret, James and Joseph, 2010; Theofanis, et al 2011; Ussahawanitchakrit & Intakhan, 2011). For example the study carried out by Ahmad et al (2009) on the effectiveness of internal audit in Malaysian public sector, using simple percentage for data analysis found the lack of audit staff is ranked as the major problem faced by internal auditors in conducting an effective internal auditing. The study concluded by suggesting that future studies should adopt other methods such as field survey of wider groups of internal auditors both in public and the private sectors. Likewise, Theofanis, et al (2011) examine the relationship between element of internal control system and internal audit effectiveness and the result of the study reveal positive relationship between the two relationships. Even though the studies used only 52 Hotels in Greek as a sample and mail survey for data collection, but at conclusion they suggest that if future studies should carried out research on internal audit effectiveness with large sample, the result will be better than their own. Also Feizizadeh (2012) carried out study on strengthening internal audit effectiveness and found that most of the companies measure and quantify the performance & effectiveness of their business activities. Therefore, looking at the above studies, they consider the effectiveness of internal audit at company's level, hotels and banks ignoring such effectiveness at local level. In this vein, this study extends the previous study through examining such effectiveness at local government levels.

**Effective internal control system:** Glance (2006) provided that internal control system refers to “the local government process and procedure that is been established with the aim of objective achievement.”
Section 125 of (IAG, 2008) stipulated that "local government should provide a sound system of internal control system which should assist toward the achievement of objective." Similarly, the internal control system also serves as a process that guides an organization towards achieving its established objectives (Amudo & Inanga, 2009; Baltaci & Yilmaz, 2006; Jokipii 2010). From the above definition of internal control system, it can understand clearly that it all about the provision that will assist to the achievement of objectives. Therefore, for the purpose of this study effective internal control system refers to the effective control measures established by an organization with the aim of safeguarding their assets ensure the reliability of records both financial and non financial as well as compliance with relevant policies and procedure that will ensure the achievement of organizational objective. In this context, local government should ensure that their internal control system is well established in order to assist internal audit towards objective achievement of organization. Similarly, quality of an organization internal control system has significant impact on the accuracy of management guidance, likewise firms that disclose ineffective internal controls system have larger tendency of experiencing management errors in their operation than those firms that report effective internal controls system (Feng, Li & McVay, 2009). Therefore, it is the responsibility of management of an organization to ensure that effective internal control system is put in place that will ensure the achievement of organizational established objectives. This is because establishment and supervision of effective internal control systems are the responsibility of management, not auditors (Changchit et al, 2001). At the same time effective internal controls system are fundamental drivers toward earnings quality (Church & Schneider, 2008). In the same vein, effective internal control system has an essential role to play in a firm's success (Jokipii, 2010); in line with the above issue, effective internal control system could also play an important role in the effectiveness of internal auditors particularly at local government.

All of government ministries and agencies should improve the effectiveness of internal control system, internal audit function and organization commitment because they improve good governance (Eko & Hariyanto, 2011) in addition, such effective internal control system can provide information to management about the entity's progress, or lack of progress toward the achievement of their objectives (Changchit et al, 2001; Jokipii, 2010; Nilniyom & Chanthinok, 2011; Vijayakumar & Nagaraja, 2012; Verdina, 2011). Therefore, Baltaci and Yilmaz (2006) observed that establishing internal control system and audit practices at the local government level has received little or no attention. And without establishing an effective internal control system at local government level, detection and control of misconduct in the local government would not be possible. Therefore, implementing and maintaining such effective internal control system will ensure compliance with laws and regulations even in health care section (Amudo & Inanga, 2009; Gundling, 2000). Meanwhile, it is good for local government to improve the effectiveness of their internal control system in order to enhance the effectiveness of internal audit. Furthermore, the main responsibilities of internal control system in local government covers; ensuring full protection of council's assets; ensuring proper utilization of councils resources; proper authorization of revenue and expenditure; proper expenditure monitoring; removal of any misconduct in finances (Kwanbo, 2010). Due to the world recognition of the important of effective internal control system establishment at local level, some countries still have weak internal control system at their local level, for instance; Baltaci and Yilmaz (2006) discovered some of the world countries that has weak internal control system at their local government level which include; Argentina, Bosnia, China, Columbia, India-Karnataka State, Indonesia and Philippines. This is similar to the study of (Adeyime, 2012; Kuta, 2008; Kwanbo 2009; Musa, 2012) which also found that local government in Nigeria has weak internal control system, which need to be improved. Also firms need to improve the effective and efficiency of their internal control system (Nilniyom & Chanthinok, 2011). Similarly, Vijayakumar and Nagaraja (2012) show concerned that governing bodies of public sector entities need to ensure effective system of internal control because is one of the several factors that influence the performance of an organization and it plays a vital role in achieving management intended objectives that would lead to the successful operations. It is not enough for an organization to have internal controls system over their critical processes but is to ensure that those controls are effective (Candrea, 2006).

Al-Twaijry et al (2004) also found that effectiveness of internal control system helps external auditors to rely on the work of internal auditors and thereby improve their effectiveness. Therefore, internal control systems are integral component of the management processes of a public sector which should be establish in order to provide reasonable assurance that the operations are carried out efficiently and effectively. Effective internal controls systems are essential to the effectiveness of local governments operation because it deals with the activities or procedures that are designed to provide reasonable assurance that operations are performing according to plan and these can also influence the effectiveness
of internal audit. COSO also provides the basic principles representing the fundamental concepts of effective internal control in five components of the framework (Candrea, 2006; Sudsomboon & Ussahawanitchakit, 2009). Though Amudo and Inanga (2009) argued that the weakness of the COSO mechanism is failure to recognize Information Technology as one of the major control components of internal control system and Information Technology is very crucial to internal control framework. That is why most organizations today used Information Technology for authorization, initiation, recording and processing of transactions, because its ensures effectiveness of internal controls system and thereby making it six. At the same time advancements in technological have increased the importance placed on internal controls system (Rezaee et al, 2001). These components must be present and functioning effectively for any internal control system to achieve organizational objectives (COSO):

- **Control environment:** Is the major aspect of managing an organization this is because is a reflection of the attitude and the policies of management in regard with the importance of internal audit in the economic unit (Theofanis, et al 2011). It has influence over organization goals achievement (Aldridge & Colbert, 1994). However, it is the foundation for the other components of internal control and providing structure (Sudsomboon & Ussahawanitchakit, 2009). Control environment assist toward reducing the level fraudulent activities within organizational operation also the quality of an entity’s internal controls system depend on the function and quality of their control environment (Amudo & Inanga, 2009). Therefore, providing a proper control environment for a local government is very essential to the effectiveness of their operation.

- **Risk assessment:** This is the identification and analysis of relevant risks associated with the achievement of the management objectives (Theofanis, et al 2011), similary (Sudsomboon & Ussahawanitchakit, 2009) view risk assessment as the process of identifying and analyzing management relevant risks to the preparation of financial statements that would be presented fairly in conformity with general accepted accounting principle. In this situation, management must determine the level of risk carefully to be accepted, and should try to maintain such risk within determined levels. Therefore, local governments are required to frequently assess the level of risk their experiencing in order to take necessary actions.

- **Control activities:** These are policies, procedures and mechanisms that ensure management’s directives are properly carry out (Aikins, 2011; Rezaee, Elam & Sharbatoghlile, 2001). Proper documentation of policies and procedural guidelines in these aspects help to determine not only how the control activities are to be executed but also provide adequate information for auditors examination of the overall adequacy of control design over financial management practices (Aikins, 2011). This control activities ensure that all necessary actions should be taken with the aim to address risks so that organizational objectives are achieves. Example of control activities include; segregation of duties, daily deposit of cash receipts, bank reconciliations and limiting access to check stock

- **Information and communication:** refers to the process of identifying, capturing, and communicating of relevant information in an appropriate manner and within timeframe in order to accomplish the financial reporting objectives (Aldridre & Colbert, 1994). However, effective communications should occur in a wider sense with information within the various sections of the organization (Theofanis et al, 2011). Most of the recent literature on internal control system frameworks gave concerned on information and communication as one of the internal control system components, because of their importance in influencing the working relationship within the organization at all levels (Amudo & Inanga, 2009). Hence, such information must be communicated throughout the entire organization in order to permit personnel to carry out their responsibilities with regard to objective achievement.

- **Monitoring:** it is usually accepted that internal control systems need to be adequate monitored in order to assess the quality and the effectiveness of the system’s performance over time. Monitoring provides assurance that the findings of audits and other reviews are promptly determined (Theofanis et al, 2011), also monitoring of operations ensures effective functioning of internal controls system (Amudo & Inanga, 2009). Hence, monitoring determines whether or not policies and procedures designed and implemented by management are being carried out effectively by employees.

Several studies have been conducted research on internal control system but none of them study the impact of effective internal control system on internal audit effectiveness, particularly at local government level (Aikins 2011; Baltaci & Yilmaz, 2006; Eko & Hariyanto, 2011; Feng et al, 2009; Kwanbo, 2009; Nilniyom & Chanthinok, 2011) for instance a study carried out by Eko and Hariyanto (2011) on the relationship between internal control system, internal audit, and organization commitment with good
governance: Indonesian Case. The study consider local government of Central Java province, Indonesia, consist of 35 districts with questionnaires and found that internal control system, internal audit, and organization commitment have positive significant relationship with the good governance. Also, the study carried out by Baltaci and Yilmaz (2006) on keeping an eye on sub national governments: Internal control and audit at local levels. Though the study is conceptual and found that internal control system and audit are the key components of public financial management systems for increasing efficiency and effectiveness in local government operations. In a related study carried out by Nihiyom and Chanthinok (2011) on accounting system innovation and stakeholder acceptance of Thai listed firms: Mediating internal control effectiveness used mailed survey and questionnaires for methodology. The result of the study reveals that internal control effectiveness has a positive relationship with stakeholder acceptance. Feng et al (2009) also carried out a study on internal control and management guidance, used questionnaire and finally found that internal control quality has an economically significant effect on the accuracy of management guidance. Similarly, Akins (2011) undertook a research on an examination of government internal audits’ role in improving financial performance, in which he used the local government financial performance as dependent variable and independent variables of; the effects of years between audits, internal control adequacy, internal control system effectiveness, and evaluation of financial performance monitoring, used online survey, 387 audit department head and questionnaire for methodology. The research results indicate significant relationships between years between audits, internal control adequacy, internal control effectiveness and evaluation of financial performance monitoring on local government financial performance. However, looking at the above studies that have been conducted on effective internal control system, none of the above studies examined the relationship between effective internal control system with internal audit effectiveness particularly at local government level, therefore this research extend the previous research through examining the relationship between effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness at local government level.

**Theoretical framework**

![Diagram of the theoretical framework](image)

3. **Proposition**

- P1 Control environment relate to the effectiveness of internal audit at local government level.
- P2 Risk assessment has impact on internal audit effectiveness at local government level.
- P3 Control activities influence the effectiveness of internal audit at local government level.
- P4 Proper information and communication enhance the effectiveness of internal audit at local level.
P5 Proper monitoring is related to the effectiveness of internal audit effectiveness at local government level.

**Underpinning Theory:** Contingency theory is not a new theory in organizational research because it has a well-established concept in organizational literature (Donaldson, 2001; Sauser, Reilly & Shenhar, 2009) while, for the past three decades, contingency theory has been the subject of wider research area but yet it is still developing (Ayman, Chemers & Fiedler, 1995), even though the early researchers on contingency theory in organization design mainly focuses on the effects of uncertainty on the organizational structure (Chenhall, 2003; Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Reid & Smith, 2000). However, contingency theory is known as one of those theory that are usually been used recently in management accounting and auditing research (Abushaiba & Zainuddin, 2012; Reid & Smith, 2000; Sudsomboon & Ussahawanitchakit, 2009; Valanciene & Gimzauskiene, 2009) though the utilization of the theory may have different effect, and equally it effectiveness depend upon the stage/or field that is been proposed (Chenhall, 2003; Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) additionally, the relevant of any given factor should be contingent upon other factors (Krishnamoorthy, 2002) but then contingency theory enables a researcher to systematically introduce factors to explain or predict expected phenomena (Umanath, 2003). Therefore, this study proposes that internal audit effectiveness at local government level is contingent upon those components of effective internal control system.

**4. Conclusion**

This paper presents the relationship between the effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness at local level. The paper is constraint to only considering the effective internal control system; it is a conceptual literature review paper at local government level. However, despite the limitation of the paper, the paper contribute to knowledge by extending the existing literature on the internal audit effectiveness through determining the effectiveness of internal audit at local level through effective internal control system, the paper also contribute on the internal audit effectiveness at local level since most of the previous studies fail to develop a model showing the relation between effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness at local level. Despite the fact that this paper is part of ongoing PhD thesis of the researcher. Future research should validate it in other countries using different kind of analysis. Likewise future research should look at the possibility of inserting other moderating or mediating variables to strength or to influence the relationship between effective internal control system and internal audit effectiveness.
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